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ON THE COVER:
Designer Anna Applegate
transformed her client's
Apex home library into the
perfect gathering space
for evening cocktails and
conversation (page 48).

W

Blake Miller and Anne Marie Ashley
Co-Editors-in-Chief
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PORTRAIT: LAUREN KACZMARSKI;
COVER PHOTO: ERIN COMERFORD.

With two small children, the holidays in Anne Marie’s
home feel magical and full of traditions. Christmas
Eve always includes one gift to open, church, an
appetizer spread, hot cocoa, and a reading of ’Twas
the Night Before Christmas. New Year's Day for Blake is
all about her grandmother's traditional home-cooked
food served in heirloom china and crystal stemware.
No matter what your traditions are, how low-key
or extravagant you make them, or how many people
you gather with over the season, the reason is the
same: love. And we poured as much love into this
issue as we could so that you could pour as much love
as you can into your holidays.
In our Great Gatherings issue, we feature homes
that warm from the inside out. A modern farmhouse
in Apex, a Craftsman in Wake Forest, and a charming
home in Chapel Hill all include well-designed spaces
perfect for coming together. Spaces for family and
friends to mingle during a sophisticated holiday
cocktail party, then seamlessly transition to pajamas
and movies on the couch by the fire. That is, after all,
what design is—an ebb and flow of purpose, where
rooms transform from casual gathering areas to
elegant entertaining spaces.
From our homes to yours, warmest wishes for a
love-filled season and bright New Year.
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LIFE’S BEST MOMENTS. FURNISHED.™
Schedule a complimentary virtual design consultation at SummerClassicsHome.com/Triangle
6125 Six Forks Road | Raleigh | 919-847-5070

PHOTOGRAPHY BY ANNA ROUTH.
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G AT H E R I N G S

GATHER
Together
WHEN ENTERTAINING OVER THE WINTER
SEASON, BRING OUT THE SUNDAY BEST.
PRODUCED BY ANNE MARIE ASHLEY

Designer Leslie May loves to entertain, and her personal touches and
vintage tableware can create the ultimate thoughtful affair for family and
friends. For our Great Gatherings issue, May put together two intimate
tablescapes perfect for the holidays, or just a cozy winter get-together.
Here are a few of her tried-and-true ways to make your gatherings
personal and memorable.
If you have vintage or heirloom tableware, share it
with your guests. Not only is it a beautiful addition to the table, but you
can tell the story of it as well.

THE HEIRLOOM FACTOR:

ENCOURAGE CONVERSATION: “I love to encourage conversation from across the
table, so I make sure my centerpieces are low,” says May. Multiple low center-

pieces along the table ensure each guest has something pretty in front of them.

THIS PAGE: May imagined a winter oyster roast as her
inspiration for the table setting. She created low centerpieces of flowers, and set the table with antique servers and
stemware. Silverware is from Eloquence, and dinnerware
is hand-painted from Turkey, an heirloom from her grandmother who bought them while on a trip there in the '60s.
For recipes and inspiration from this menu, visit her blog
via @lesliemaydesigns on Instagram.
18
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COZY & BRIGHT: Invite

the right amount of people so
everyone can fit snugly around your table. Light a
fire if you have a hearth, inviting guests in from the
cold, and put on some low background music to
create ambiance.

COCKTAIL HOUR: Try to determine what your guests like

to drink ahead of time, so you can be sure you have it
on hand for special cocktails or favorite beverages.
really love to plan menus
and cook, so that’s where I spend my energy,” admits
May. “But if you love arranging flowers, order in and
create some masterpieces to be admired throughout
the house.”

THIS PAGE: In this Christmas table setting, May included vintage
Christmas dinnerware from Blue Ridge Pottery and stemware from
Baccarat. Heirloom silverware and monogrammed napkins provide
a personal touch, and organic centerpieces include pinecones and
flowers arranged by Randy McManus.

20
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PHOTOGRAPHY BY ANNA ROUTH AND BRAD BUNYEA.

PLAY TO YOUR STRENGTHS: “I

GIFT GUIDE

LIFE, LIBERTY &
the PURSUIT of GIFTS
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1) Liberty of London Quill in Lapis / to the trade / fabricut.com. 2) Barrell Whiskey Infinite Barrel Project / $65.99 / totalwine.com. 3) Mad Man Pop Up Portable Speaker / $20 /
mad-man.com. 4) Best Damn Beard Balm / $14.95 / thefort3512.com. 5) Santa Maria Novella 100 ml Russa Eau De Cologne / $125 / taborclt.com. 6) Bruce Julian Neck
Tie / $65 / brucejulian.com. 7) Foundwell Dunhill Broadboy Lighter / $695 / taborclt.com. 8) Brackish Dewey Pin / $55 / thesportinggent.com. 9) Military Watch Company
Classic 1960/70 Vietnam Watch in Olive / $55 / taborclt.com. 10) Blue Carreon Home Ant Catch All / $183 / bluecarreon.com. 11) Baade Floral Gold Cufflinks Set /$1,050 /
godfreysjewelers.com. 12) Gold Engine Turn Belt Buckle / $325 / bdjeffries.com. 13) Altea Pocket Square / $75 / altea.com. 14) David Lee Feather and Woolly Mammoth Tusk
2-Piece Pen / $2,250 / penmasterdavidlee.com. 15) Horn Bottle Opener / $ 75 / ngalatrading.com. 16) Baxter Badger Shave Brush / $55 / samuelcole.com. 17) Baxter Cream
Pomade / $20 / samuelcole.com. 18) Gentleman’s Hardware Buff & Shine Shoe Polish Kit / $24.95 / shopatnofo.com. 19) Raise the Bar 4-in-1 Bar Tool / $30 / gentlemanshardware.com. 20) TSG Oxbow x Free Bird Coffee / $14.99 / thesportinggent.com.
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PRODUCED BY ASHLEY HOTHAM COX | PHOTOGRAPHY BY BRIE WILLIAMS

DESIGN FOR THE TRADE
CHARLOTTE
2122 Freedom Drive, Suite A
Charlotte, NC 28208
704.358.0277

RALEIGH
1405 Capital Blvd
Raleigh, NC 27603
919.832.5555

ahokelimited.com
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1) Liberty of London Botanical Flora in Lacquer / to the trade / fabricut.com. 2) Fornasetti Flora Candle / $215 / shopbop.com. 3) Parvum Opus Hexagonal Shadow Box / $225 /
parvumopus.com. 4) Sumatran Symbols Lacquer Tray / $105 / metmuseum.org. 5) Mother of Pearl, Lapis, and Brass Jewel Box / $12 / noblecollective.shop. 6) Ardmore Design
Bush Bandits Tea Towel / $45 / shophouseofnomad.com. 7) Mignonne Gavigan Talia Earrings in Grey / $275 / mignonnegavigan.com. 8) Labradorite Foundation Bead Necklace
by Harwell Godfrey / $1,950 / tinygods.com. 9) Mother of Pearl & Amethyst Pendant by Harwell Godfrey / $9,950 / tinygods.com. 10) Brushed Brass and Shell Bowl / $375 /
circainteriors.com. 11) Porthault Paris Brindilles Boudoir Pillow in Pink and Burgundy / $355 / rrunberg.com. 12) by Alice Rosso Levanto Marble Obelisk Candle / $89 / by-alice.
co.uk. 13) Jody Candrian Cuff / price upon request / shop-capitol.com. 14) Fornasetti L'Eclaireuse Candle / $230 / fornasetti.com. 15) Sea Urchins in Vintage Parisian Cloche /
$1,850 / tinygods.com. 16) Helle Mardahl Bonbonnière in Champagne Dark Sprinkles and Creamy Melon / $500 / rrunberg.com.
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1) Liberty of London Regency Tulip in Pewter / to the
trade / fabricut.com. 2) Jonathan Adler Arcade
Backgammon Set / $415 / jonathanadler.com.
3) Piecework Garden Party Puzzle / $36 / anthropologie.
com. 4) Celebrity Trivia Game / $11.95 / selfridges.com.
5) The Mahjong Line Botanical Newport Tiles and Luxe
Rack in Paris Pink / $425 / themahjongline.com. 6) John
Derian Souvenir Playing Cards Deck / $12 / johnderian.
com. 7) Acrylic Dominoes Set / $200 / bdjeffries.com.

D E S T I N S I M P L I F I E S LU X U R Y N E W H O M E L I V I N G –
G I V I N G YO U M O R E T I M E TO E N J OY L I F E .
AVA I L A B L E H O M E S
N OW U N D E R C O N S T R U C T I O N

( 9 1 9) 5 2 1- 4 3 4 5
D ES T I N N C .C O M

LU X U RY H O M ES I N P R O M I N E N T W ES T CA RY
AWA R D -W I N N I N G C U S TO M B U I L D E R T E A M
C O N C I E R G E S E RV I C ES • M O D E R N A M E N I T I ES
8 0 5 J O U R N E YS R ES T L A N E • A P E X , N C 2 7 5 2 3

SAL ES & MA R K E T I NG BY H OWA R D P E R RY A ND WA LSTON NE W H OM ES & LA N D
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1) Liberty of London Palampore Trail in Pewter Blue / to the trade / fabricut.com. 2) Lida Smoke Vase / $168 / isabellastyle.com. 3) Brass Palloa Modern Candlestick / starting at
$20 / dressingroomsinteriorsstudio.com. 4) Two-Tier Light Green Candlestick / $50 / lauraparkdesigns.com. 5) Branch Candlesticks in Ivory / $34 / dressingroomsinteriorsstudio.com.
6) Lily Juliet Shell Caviar Dish in Charcoal Resin / $102 / lamaisonraleigh.com. 7) Birds Matchbox / $4 / museumoutlets.com. 8) Casa Felix Lotus Garden Place Cards / starting at
$98 / casafelix.com. 9) Pressed Glass Goblets in Amber / $125 for set of 4 / metmuseum.org. 10) Mandella Tea Glass / $8 / isabellastyle.com. 11) Tortoise Acrylic Flatware Set / $50 /
lauraparkdesigns.com. 12) Kim Seybert Blaze Placemat / $316 for set of 2 / kimseybert.com. 13) Les Ottomans Corteo Dinner Plate / $89 / abodehomedesign.com. 14) Heather
Taylor Home Mayfair Plaid Napkins in Nutmeg / $82 set of 4 / rrunberg.com. 15) Petite Spiral Plateau in Lapis and Grande Spiral Plateau in Ochre / $195–$295 / circainteriors.com.
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1) Liberty of London Poppy Meadow in Fennel / to the trade / fabricut.com. 2) White Ceramic 1L Measuring Cup / $14.95 / worldmarket.com. 3) Measuring Spoons / $37 /
abodehomedesign.com. 4) Cottage Egg Crate / $14 / anthropologie.com. 5) Tivoli Baking Set (Dish Towel Not Shown) / $26 / anthropologie.com. 6) Vietri Lastra Salt & Pepper
Shakers / $58 / johndabbsltd.com. 7) Vietri Incanto Stone White Stripe Small Serving Bowl / $71 / johndabbsltd.com. 8) Hand-carved Wooden Spoon / $25 / concrete-jungle-clt.
business.site. 9) Beatriz Ball Vida Alegria Bowl / $10.50 / southchapelhill.com. 10) Nielsen-Massey Vanilla Extract / $32.95 / williams-sonoma.com. 11) Large Savannah Bee Company
Raw Acacia Honeycomb / $19.99 / worldmarket.com. 12) House Farm Cooking / $49.95 / quailridgebooks.com. 13) Montes Doggett Baker / $185 / lamaisonraleigh.com.
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BEV’S FINE ART
THE CENTERPIECE

Oil on Canvas

GALLERY
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74 0 0 S i x F o r k s R o a d , S u i t e 1 9
www.bevsﬁnear t.com
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CUSTOM FRAMING
Raleigh, NC

27615

contact@bevsﬁneart.com

STYLE

A Little Bit of Magic
RESTAURATEUR GIORGIOS BAKATSIAS SHOWCASES HIS
DESIGN-FORWARD FAMILY OF RESTAURANTS.
WRITTEN BY BLAKE MILLER
PRODUCED BY ANNE MARIE ASHLEY
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LEFT: The dining room in
Parizade, Bakatsias' flagship
restaurant in Durham.
MIDDLE: Restaurateur
Giorgios Bakatsias in his
Rosewater dining room, in
Raleigh.
RIGHT: Osteria Georgi is
Bakatsias Italian restaurant in
Chapel Hill.

PHOTOGRAPHY BY CATHERINE NGUYEN AND GHG.

When it comes to designing a successful interior for each of his restaurant ventures, Giorgios Bakatsias
says it all has to do with the vibration of a space. “The way you feel when you enter a room is all about
the energy it exudes,” says Bakatsias. “That’s the part I love about designing my restaurants. I want to
create a positive energy and vibe that can be felt throughout.”
For Bakatsias, his love of architecture and design began when he was a young boy living in the small
village of Karista, Greece. “I was always a great observer,” he says. “It was a gift for me to grow up in that
village and walk with my mother every day looking at the stone and wood and gold details, the art, and
the architecture. The whole village ambience was spectacular.”
After immigrating to the United States at the age of twelve, Bakatsias worked at his family’s diner in
Durham before eventually obtaining a culinary education while working in the kitchens of Paris, New
York, and the Mediterranean. Those experiences, coupled with his Grecian childhood, are what shaped
his love of food, culture, and interior design. It was a natural segue for Bakatsias to begin developing his
own concepts and restaurants years later as part of Giorgios Hospitality & Lifestyle Group, including Vin

STYLE

Rouge in Durham and Gatehouse Tavern in Wake Forest, along
with eleven others in the Triangle area.
What’s most impressive, however, is that unlike many other
restaurateurs, Bakatsias develops the interior design concept of
each project himself, from start to finish. “Travel influences so
many of my interior design choices,” he explains. “Looking back
on how I grew up, I was surrounded by nature, so I’ve always
had restaurants that incorporate gardens in indoor and outdoor
spaces.” Such is the case with Bakatsias’ newest restaurant
concept, Rosewater Kitchen & Bar. Located in the Park District of
North Hills, the restaurateur incorporated a lush alfresco garden
for patrons to enjoy while dining and imbibing the restaurant’s
notable craft cocktails and farm-to-table fare. “Rosewater has an
enormous amount of energy that comes directly from the garden
atmosphere,” says Bakatsias of the design.
For the holiday season, Bakatsias put together a thoughtful
table design in his Rosewater dining space, showcased here,
proving that food, design, and entertaining go hand in hand.
Whether it sparks ideas on throwing your own design-minded
dinner party or inspires you to host a reservation with the staff at
one of his beautiful restaurants, the thoughtfulness Bakatsias puts
into every fabric, chair, and material choice results in an amplified,
ambient experience that keeps diners coming back time and again.
For Bakatsias, pairing good food, positive energy, and great design
creates a little bit of magic. u
LEFT & TOP LEFT: Bakatsias showcases his love of design by creating an intimate,
thoughtful, and magical table setting at Rosewater for the Great Gatherings issue of
Home Design & Decor.
TOP RIGHT: View of the kitchen in Kipos Greek Taverna, located in Chapel Hill.
34
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May Your Days Be Merry & Bright
Happy Holidays from The Sheri Hagerty Group!

THE SHERI HAGERTY GROUP
Celebrating 17 Years of Successfully Serving Clients All Across the Triangle
919.862.6258 | Sheri.Hagerty@HodgeKittrellSIR.com | SheriHagerty.com
Member of the Luxury Home Marketing Group of the Triangle

DE SIGN BOARD

ALISA
Arnhalt
Designer Alisa Arnhalt of Linden
Creek Design creates fully lived-in
looks for luxury homes on the market,
along with stunning designs for
homeowners. Lived-in or not, she
can make empty homes seem full and
warm, and full homes feel personal.
“Whether it’s a client’s home or
a staging client, I always think about
how the space is used. Are there dirty
paws and sticky fingers? What are their
hobbies? What’s meaningful to them?
The answers allow us to make the space
livable and get creative with our design.
This rustic-traditional home
needed a modern edge. Rather than
fighting two different design styles, I
combined them and created smooth
transitions. The dining room started
with the rustic bottle chandelier,
and we incorporated the modern
abstract art pieces along with a rustictraditional color palette of leather and
dark wood to marry the two styles.”

�

�

1. Plain Grass Wallpaper / $132 / magnolia.com
2. Dining Chairs / $525 for a set of 4 / amazon.com
3. Ampolla Chandelier / $518 / elklightinglights.com
4. Surya Ankara Rug / $319 / rugandhome.com
5. Decorative Moss Balls / $15 / amazon.com
6. Abstract Art / $183 / society6.com
7. Wood Slice Sculpture / $74 / westelm.com
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PORTRAIT AND DINING ROOM: ANNA HADOCK.
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STEVEN SHELL
LIVING

BORN IN LONDON
ENJOYED AROUND
THE WORLD
EST. 1992

“so much more than just a great furniture store”
Cameron Village
2030 Clark Ave. Raleigh, NC
@stevenshelllivingraleigh • 919.803.1033

Moultrie Plaza
640 Coleman Blvd. Mount Pleasant, SC
stevenshellliving.com • 843.216.3900

CASE GOODS, UPHOLSTERY, LIGHTING, RUGS, ACCESSORIES AND OBJETS DE VERTU

PHOTOGRAPHY BY CATHERINE NGUYEN.

INTERIORS

THE
Gathering
TABLE
DESIGNER AND CRAFTSWOMAN
DANI DUVALL OF DUVALL & CO.
BRINGS GATHERING SPACES TO
THE FOREFRONT OF HER WAKE
FOREST HOME.

TEXT BY ANNE MARIE ASHLEY
STYLING BY HEIDI DONOHUE
PHOTOGRAPHY BY CATHERINE NGUYEN

A perfect place to gather in the mild
Carolina weather, the patio boasts
a live-edge custom table from
Duvall & Co. Chairs from Safavieh
offer plenty of seating around the
outdoor fireplace, and string lights
from Target offer ambient lighting.
Lounge chairs from Latitude Run
create a relaxing vibe.

HOMEDESIGNDECORMAG.COM 41
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THE OUTDATED CRAFTSMAN THAT THE DUVALLS
purchased in the Heritage neighborhood twelve years ago did
need quite a bit of work, but they were up to the task and eager to
make it their own. “There are some sections of our neighborhood
where the streets and homes are lined with mature trees, which
is extremely hard to find in this area and so very important to
us,” explains Dani Duvall, designer and co-owner of Duvall & Co.,
a fine furniture maker and shop. “I think people underestimate
the power of what you see outside your window. We absolutely
42
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fell in love with the lot, mature trees, and very private backyard.”
The family set about updating the home room by room, with the
kitchen being project number one.
When Duvall began looking for a grand table to take center stage
in her newly purchased craftsman home, she quickly discovered
that the selection was mass-produced, cheaply made, and rarely
unique. Frustrated with the process, she set out to craft her own
dining table that would be a perfect fit for her home. “This is what
started Duvall & Co., honestly,” says Duvall. “I wanted something

that was real, handcrafted, and the right scale for our space. Our
custom handcrafted kitchen table was definitely a splurge in our
kitchen—it is the most-used room in our home, so I wanted it to be
special—but the open layout makes it the focal point of our living
area, so it had to stand out.”
The couple removed the traditional island and built a custom
ten-foot modern wooden dining table with a white quartz top.
“I love layouts and details that are different but functional,” she
explains. “One of my favorite rooms in our home is our kitchen,

LEFT: In the sunroom, Duvall chose to splurge on the handmade terracotta
tiles imported from Mexico. A rug from Lulu and Georgia centers the room,
and hanging chairs from Serena & Lily are fun, yet sophisticated. A Palecek
chandelier hangs above, while a Duvall & Co. side table sits between chairs
from Dovetail.
RIGHT: Anchoring the kitchen, Duvall designed and crafted the long
breakfast table featuring a wooden base and a white quartz top, and chose
large basket pendants from Serena & Lily to add warmth and drama. Laurel
Foundry chairs surround the table.
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RIGHT: In the moody blue office, a desk sits
alongside a Union Jack bench, both handmade
by Duvall & Co., but the showstopper is the
wave ceiling in warm wood, also designed by
Duvall. Vintage tennis racquets hang on the wall
alongside art finds from Etsy.
OPPOSITE: Duvall & Co. crafted both the
wooden dining table and the original artwork
in the dining room. Chairs by Wisteria maintain
the casual but elegant feel, while host chairs by
Safavieh add interest to the room. Pendants from
Emrick hang above vessels from Pottery Barn.

and I would say it’s an example of a different
but functional layout. Having a beautiful table
to prep food, eat dinner, have a glass of wine,
do homework, and entertain is something
that brings us so much joy. My kitchen feels
so warm and inviting.”
Duvall says the process of renovating her
home has been a long but rewarding one.
Owning Duvall & Co. allows her to take on
three to four projects a year, but that also
means that time for her own home is limited.
“It takes time to curate, and I love incorporating one-of-a-kind items into my home,”
she says. “But I think you could find a lot of
different styles in my home. Every room feels
a little different, evokes a different mood, but
all are designed to comfortably entertain our
big family and beloved friends.”
Entertaining is certainly one of the
Duvalls’ favorite things, and with at least
three different spaces that easily lend themselves to entertaining, their home is a dream
for gathering with friends and family. From
the kitchen to the dining room to the perfectly ambient backyard patio, each space is
welcoming and functional. “I like spaces to
feel authentic and unique, so I incorporated
a mix of old and new,” she explains. “You’ll
see modern, midcentury, transitional, and
eclectic styles in different corners of my
home.” When her mother, an avid collector,
passed a few years ago, Duvall inherited a
collection of antiques and art pieces, which
she’s lovingly incorporated throughout her
home. “It has brought me so much joy to
display many of her works of art throughout
my home.”
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In her daughter’s room, Duvall used
a black-and-white dotted wallpaper
from Etsy as a go-with-everything base.
A Momeni rug creates a feminine feel,
and a custom desk by Duvall & Co. adds
modernity. Side tables from Target and a
hanging chair from Amazon are perfect
for a young girl’s room, and plug-in
sconces keep it fresh.
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TOP AND BOTTOM: In the
primary bathroom, a Duvall &
Co. custom wood vanity with
a black soapstone top is the
ultimate complement to the
clean Bianco Carrara marble.
Natural woven pendants
from World Market are a nice
alternative to typical bathroom
vanity lights, and a vintage
Turkish rug from Etsy adds
warmth. Across the way, a
black free-standing tub makes
a statement.

The sunroom is another favorite spot for gathering, but, more intimately,
for Duvall and her husband to have their morning coffee together. Imported
authentic terracotta tiles line the floors in the light-infused room, giving it an
unequivocal Mediterranean vibe. “The tiles were definitely a splurge, but we
could never have achieved that feel without them,” says Duvall. “I always start
with a budget, then I divide it into non-negotiable (or splurge) items, and items
where I’m comfortable saving money. But ultimately, for a home to have an
elevated look and feel, higher-end items really have to be in the mix.”
She adds that having a ten-foot table that seats ten people in the
middle of the kitchen definitely creates that wow moment. “I chose three
large rattan pendants to go above the table. This natural material brings
the outdoors inside and gives the whole room such a fun and warm vibe
for entertaining.”
Growing up in Old San Juan and traveling overseas has definitely influenced Duvall’s aesthetic. The inspiration from the historic architecture
can be seen dotting her home in little corners, culminating in a diverse mix
of different cultural and artistic influences. Natural elements combined
with interesting textures presented in a neutral and calming palette are the
hallmark of Duvall’s home. From warm wood tones, rattan, and black-andwhite accents, to cozy terracotta floors and eclectic, welcoming Turkish rugs
strewn throughout, her home is nothing if it’s not personal.
“Think about the process of developing your own style as a long-term
process,” she advises. “Instagram and Pinterest are honestly great resources
for you to really start understanding what your likes and dislikes are, so start
pinning and saving interiors you gravitate toward. Over time, as you look back
at your collection, you will see unifying themes that will build a better understanding of your aesthetic, and that will be the foundation of your vision.” u
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Applegate designed the living room around
the Osborne & Little drapery fabric with
Samuel & Sons trim detail. The love seat is the
homeowners' existing piece. The paint color is
Benjamin Moore Melted Ice Cream.
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COMING
HOME
AFTER SEARCHING FOR A HOME, A YOUNG COUPLE
DECIDES THAT THEIR CURRENT RESIDENCE IS
EXACTLY WHERE THEY WANT TO BE.

TEXT BY BLAKE MILLER | STYLING BY KENDRA SURFACE | PHOTOGRAPHY BY ERIN COMERFORD

In lieu of a kitchen renovation, the homeowners built
an addition, making the kitchen a large, seamless
space for gathering. The homeowners fell in love
with Mizzle by Farrow & Ball, which became the
color for the custom cabinetry and complements
the Carrara honed-marble counters. OPPOSITE: The
dining room is a pass-through space, so Applegate
wanted it to remain somewhat neutral in its
design. She achieved this with textured wallpaper
by Cowtan & Tout, a rug from Eatman's Carpets
and Interiors, and dining-chair fabric by Kathryn
Ireland. The chandelier is by Visual Comfort.
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W
WHEN ANNA APPLEGATE’S CLIENTS
first moved into their Chapel Hill home,
they knew that at some point they would
either want to renovate or move elsewhere.
“We always had these ideas and dreams of
eventually renovating and expanding the
home,” says the homeowner. “In 2013, when
we first moved in, we had a four-week-old
baby, so we did what we needed to do in order
to settle in quickly and comfortably. We only
made a few changes to make it our own.”
But as their family grew from three to
five, they quickly began to feel the restraints
of a smaller home. In 2018, the couple started
looking for other places with more square
footage and bedrooms to accommodate their
larger family. But as they continued to search
for that perfect home, their heart kept bringing
them back to where they had lived for the
last five years. “We searched and searched,
and nothing ever felt right to us,” she says.
“Everything brought us back to our home.”
So the couple began researching
architects, builders, and designers who could
bring to fruition their dreams of a larger,
more updated space that better suited their
personal styles. They enlisted architect Jim
Spencer and builder Alex Sayre with Argyle
Building Company to renovate their family
home. It wasn’t until the homeowner toured
her friend’s home that she found Applegate.
“Between looking at my friend’s space and
browsing through Anna’s website, I could tell
she really tailored her interior designs to the
individual,” she says. “It wasn’t Anna’s stamp
all over each project. You could see she
took each homeowner’s likes and dislikes
to create a personalized style.” Above all,
though, the homeowners loved Applegate’s
seamless coupling of vintage with more
modern pieces—something they wanted in
their new interiors.
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The library, or “chatting room,”
as the homeowners' son calls it,
features an all-over bold dose of
color in Farrow & Ball Hague Blue.
The lighting is by Visual Comfort,
and the antique trunk and pair of
chairs are from the homeowners'
existing collection.
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LEFT: The jewel-box powder room was the perfect place to add a bold-patterned Pierre Frey wallpaper coupled with kelly green paneling. To soften the color and
pattern, Applegate installed a traditional vanity from Wilkinson Supply Company and sconces from Visual Comfort.
RIGHT: To add interest to the foyer, Applegate installed the stair runner by Stanton, which adds a dose of color and texture. The Union Camp Collective lamp features a
patterned shade by Bunny Williams Home.

Applegate worked with Spencer and Sayre from the beginning,
redesigning the layout of the home, reworking spaces to
modernize it, and creating gathering spaces for the family of
five, while also renovating high traffic areas such as the kitchen.
A primary bedroom en suite addition was introduced to the
footprint, while a mudroom, bonus room, basement, and powder
room were added, as well. “There really wasn’t a part of the home
that went untouched,” says Applegate.
With the renovation complete, Applegate worked closely
with the homeowners to install an interior design scheme that
was classic, clean, and ultimately kid-friendly. “We definitely
didn’t want anything to feel too stark,” says the homeowner.
“We wanted everything to be livable and comfortable for our
young family, and most definitely not too precious.” Applegate’s
intuitive knack for creating a seamless aesthetic that marries
timeless design with livability was put into high gear when she
began working on the home. “The homeowner has such great,
classic taste,” she says. “We always wanted to stay true to the
age and type of the home, so I strived for a traditional look with

a youthful twist. She was so fun to work with because she was up
for some fun and color, so that’s what we went with—interjecting
a lot of color and personality into the home. It’s important to me
to design spaces that are not only beautiful but also functional
and practical, where families can live and gather together and not
worry about messing things up.”
Using color, traditional design elements, and functionality as
the springboard for her design, Applegate pulled from her client’s
existing pieces along with newer items to weave together just the
right aesthetic. “I think it’s a fun challenge when there’s existing
furniture or artwork that the client loves and wants to work into
a room,” she says. “I love how it feels like a completely different
space, but also brings with it personality and a history with some
of these pieces.” Such was the case with the homeowner’s existing
dining room table. Her clients enjoy hosting family dinners and
holidays, so “we weren’t going to get rid of that,” laughs Applegate.
“Adding in pieces like the dining table is part of making the house
their home. It brings some soul into the home. I don’t ever want
to do a project where everything is brand new.”
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Applegate designed the primary suite
as a soothing, relaxing retreat with
the addition of the four-poster bed by
RH, the bedside table by Woodbridge
Furniture, sconces by Visual Comfort,
and bed linens by John Robshaw and RH.
Applegate scored the artwork at Antique
& Design Center of High Point.
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TOP LEFT: Applegate designed the mudroom with colorful custom cabinets
by Kitchen & Bath Galleries. She added a laundry room sink from Rejuvenation,
accenting with black-and-white tile from Byrd Tile Distributors and butterfly
artwork from Antique & Design Center of High Point.
TOP RIGHT: Formerly the primary suite, Applegate transformed the space
for the homeowners' son. The room features a pair of twin beds from the
homeowners' existing collection. Pottery Barn bedding complements the
Schumacher wallpapered ceiling and the blue walls painted in Skylight by
Farrow & Ball. The bedside table is from Hunt & Gather.
BOTTOM: The family of five gathers in the family room for TV time and relaxing.
The sectional by Century Cornerstone is from A. Hoke Ltd. Applegate added the
antique coffee table and comfy chair by TCS Designs, Inc. swathed in a durable but
sophisticated Peter Dunham fabric.

In the living room, she took a similar approach by incorporating
two stunning traditional settees, which were the inspiration for
the rest of the room’s design. Now the homeowners can entertain
seamlessly outside of the family room and kitchen. New Osborne
& Little draperies coupled with the Benjamin Moore Melted Ice
Cream paint injected color into the once-neutral space. “Now the
room feels completely different; much more colorful and bright,”
Applegate says. “Between the two, the husband and wife had some
really great family pieces, photos, and artwork, all a reflection of
their lives, their families, and their personalities.”
For the homeowners, working with Applegate was a delightful
experience, one that they feel made the entire process well worth
the many months it took to complete. “We really had this great
mutual respect with Anna; a give and take when it came to the
design,” says the homeowner. “She would bring these great ideas to
the table, and so would we. She was open to our ideas and we were
open and appreciative of hers. It truly was a partnership. And you
can tell because everything looks so beautiful.” u
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The living room is where the family
regularly gathers, so Healy wanted to
keep it comfortable and cozy but also
sophisticated for entertaining guests. A pair
of Lee Industries sofas coupled with built-in
bookshelves flanking the fireplace create
symmetry in the space. Healy removed the
shelves in the bookcase to make room for
artwork by Phillip Mitchell, which serves as
the focal point of the room.
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Farmhouse
MODERN
A RUSTIC CABIN ON A THIRTY-ACRE HORSE
FARM IS TRANSFORMED INTO A SOPHISTICATED
MODERN FARMHOUSE WHERE EVERYONE CAN
GATHER COMFORTABLY.

TEXT BY BLAKE MILLER | PHOTOGRAPHY BY CATHERINE NGUYEN

With a partition dividing it from the living room, the
dining room was often unused. Healy removed the
partition and opened the space, resulting in a seamless
flow from room to room. A custom live-edge dining
table by Raleigh Reclaimed was added, as well as
a pair of glass cabinets from RH. Soft Botanical art
complements the pastoral views of the farm, and a
chandelier by Modern Forms hangs above. OPPOSITE:
The foyer was in need of color, detail, and space
definition. Healy added two vintage rugs from Revival
Rugs to divide the space, and updated the antique
dresser with a Carrara marble top.
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W

WHEN KATE HEALY MET HER CLIENTS, THE FIRST
thing they told her was that “they wanted to make it
new again,” the designer says, referring to the couple’s
5,500-square-foot Apex home. The rustic home, built in 2001,
was just shy of hitting its twentieth anniversary when the
couple decided that they wanted something fresher, cleaner,
lighter, and brighter.
“I’ve always loved the look of Cape Cod exteriors and
exposed post and beam interiors,” says the homeowner.
“When we first designed the interior of our home, our
builder [Steve Moodie of Moodie Design Build] looked to the
Biltmore House for inspiration. Our floors are quarter-sawn

white oak and the trim is quarter-sawn red oak. It was very
heavily influenced with the natural wood tones. We had
natural toned beams, floors, built-in cabinets, trim, doors,
and paneling in some rooms, and the walls were a beige color.
It was a very warm tone and we loved it.”
But after nearly two decades in the home, the couple longed
for something different, and though they considered purchasing
a newer home, their hearts always brought them back to their
horse farm. “I loved the brightness of the current trends in
interior design and the influence of the modern farmhouse,” says
the homeowner. “Our house sits on a thirty-acre horse farm so
going to the modern farmhouse look was not a stretch.”
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Healy redesigned the kitchen with
a large quartzite island for casual
family dinners. Once dark cabinetry
was replaced with white shaker
cabinets painted in Decorator's
White by Benjamin Moore. Classic
subway tile created a more modern
vibe and barstools from Four Hands
elevated the overall look.
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LEFT: To create a more appealing setting
to gather, Healy transformed the family
room into a chic billiard room, complete
with a long custom floating bar by
Raleigh Reclaimed. The bar area features
a Carrara ledgestone backsplash, paired
with a Carrara marble countertop.
Cabinetry is bathed in Stormy Sky by
Benjamin Moore, resulting in a sleek and
modern parlor.

The couple enlisted Healy
to head up their kitchen renovation and overall interior
design reboot. “The original
interiors were very much
country farmhouse before,”
says Healy. “I could tell that
they wanted to entertain more,
but felt that their home was
too dated.” With that in mind,
Healy pulled together a design
concept that took the modern
farmhouse aesthetic and put
the couple’s personal stamp
on it. “I loved the look of the
white walls with the natural
beams,” says the homeowner,
who presented Healy with tear
sheets from various magazines
to serve as inspiration for the
interior design.
The first step was reworking the layout of high traffic
areas like the kitchen and
adjacent dining room, which
was closed off from the rest of
the living spaces. “They really
wanted a more open floor
plan, and so opening up the
dining room and redesigning
the kitchen helped tremendously,” says Healy.
“They talked a lot about
the kitchen island and how
they wanted it large enough
to seat their entire family for
a casual meal, but they didn’t
want it so big that it took
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The primary bedroom has great height and lighting,
but lacked interest, so Healy added a focal wall
behind the bed with Phillip Jeffries wallpaper. The
remainder of the room was painted Sherwin-Williams
Sea Salt and furnished with a bed by Mitchell Gold +
Bob Williams. Herringbone jacquard bed linens from
RH complete the look. The carpet is from Eatman’s
Carpets & Interiors and nightstands are Brownstone
Furniture. OPPOSITE: A reconfigured guest bathroom
created more space, which Healy outfitted with
striking blue tile and a custom cantilevered vanity by
Custom Stone & Marble. The artwork is an homage
to the homeowner who trains and rides horses on
their farm, while custom window treatments are by
Thibaut. The pendant light is from Rejuvenation.
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over the space.” New white cabinetry instantly brightened
the once dark kitchen, while an extended kitchen island
topped with quartzite and Caesarstone counters created
an additional dining space where everyone could gather.
“The brightness of the kitchen along with the extra space
we gained makes it fun to entertain and cook. The kitchen
always ends up being the hub of our home when we gather
with family and friends,” says the homeowner.
With the renovation completed, Healy set to work on the
interiors, transitioning the earth-toned rustic cabin aesthetic
into a sleek, updated modern farmhouse. Their previous furniture and accessories didn’t align with the new aesthetic, so
the homeowners sold or gave away most of it, allowing Healy
to start from scratch. “Kate definitely encouraged me to veer
away from matchy-matchy,” laughs the homeowner. “She
added several layers, textures, and colors.” In an effort to
create another entertaining space, the formal living room was

transformed into a chic billiard room. “That room was just
another space with furniture that was never used,” explains
Healy. “We turned it into a space to entertain in multiple
ways instead.” With the addition of a floating bar top and
counter stools, as well as a built-in bar, the room became an
attraction for both family and guests alike. “We have always
loved to entertain in our home,” says the homeowner. “I love
our home because we have lots of places to be comfortable
and the open floor plan lets people have a place to sit and
enjoy each other’s company.”
Ultimately, the homeowners are thrilled that they didn’t
leave their horse farm and buy new. The thirty acres that
surround their family home is where they always wanted to
be—they just needed help updating it. “I feel like we were
able to preserve all the features of our home that we loved
before,” says the homeowner, “and add fresh updates that
made it feel like we were in a brand new space.” u
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SPONSORED CONTENT

SUBURBAN
BEAUTY

THIS YEAR’S SOUTHERN LIVING
SHOWCASE HOME IN PITTSBORO
IS NOT TO BE MISSED.
PHOTOGRAPHY BY CATHERINE NGUYEN
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Join us in touring
the 2021 Southern
Living Showcase
Home in Pittsboro,
North Carolina.
Nestled among
some of North
Carolina’s most
beautiful Piedmont
landscapes, this
Universal Design
home embodies
Southern style and
hospitality. Featuring
exceptional
details, quality
building materials,
luxurious interiors,
and expansive
landscaping, it
welcomes everyone.
A portion of the
proceeds benefits
Hope Renovations.

TOURS THROUGH
DECEMBER 12

TICKETS AVAILABLE VIA
PARAGONBUILDINGGROUP.COM

RIVERSTONE ESTATES
387 Riverstone Drive
Pittsboro, North Carolina
27312

RIGHT: Serany and her team launched the
design of the family room with double
sectionals by Lee Industries to create a
unique yet cozy space for all. A neutral color
palette layered with a variety of textures
adds interest and warmth.
OPPOSITE: “Our original dining table
selection hit manufacturing delays, so we had
to pivot from our initial plan,” says Serany.
“We creatively sourced a fabulous piece from
our friends at The Green Chair Project and had
it repurposed to fit the space.”

A

Aging in place is not a new
phenomenon. But when it
comes to home design, building
a home that works for a family
when they’re in their forties
and when they’re in their
eighties is a newer concept. It’s
called Universal Design. “With
Universal Design, we are helping
others to stay at home by using
thoughtful design and wellplanned spaces,” explains Joshua
B. Mauney of Paragon Building
Group. “That is what Universal
Design is: being thoughtful,
planning for all of life’s changes,
and being able to welcome as
many people and abilities into
your home as possible.”
Mauney, along with some of
the best vendors in the Triangle
area, worked with designer Vicky
Serany of Southern Studio and
her team to bring the Showcase
Home from concept to realization.
Here’s a peek inside. u
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BELOW: “This design evolved beautifully from our overarching concept of fresh traditional,” says Serany. “We chose to softly accent the classic white kitchen with
contrasting hickory drawer fronts. The warmth of the wood paired with beautiful brass accents is fabulously harmonious with our stunning patterned tile backsplash
from Triangle Tile & Stone of NC.” The cabinetry throughout the home is by Wellborn Cabinets while the many sinks, including the kitchen, laundry, scullery and dog
washing station, were provided by Elkay. The counter stools are by Lee industries and the flooring is by Fulford Flooring.
OPPOSITE TOP: The butler’s pantry is adjacent to the kitchen and features a full wall of open shelves and endless storage. “We wanted to tie-in the beautiful hickory
and brass accents from the kitchen, so we lined the back of the cabinetry in hickory and incorporated the wire mesh detail inset into the door panels,” explains Serany.
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BOTTOM: Originally intended to be a cedar closet, Serany and her design team shifted
gears and transformed the space into an inviting reading area instead. “While we love
a cedar closet, it was taking up prime real estate at the top of the stairs,” she says. “We
decided to add built-ins and turn this space into a quiet library nook.”
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BELOW: In the primary bedroom, Serany and her design team drew inspiration from the Schumacher floral pattern on the upholstered bed by Lee Industries.
Stately green accents on the velvet bench by Lee Industries, bed linens by Pine Cone Hill, and nightstands by Made Goods are layered throughout the room.
OPPOSITE TOP: Oversized chaise lounge chairs by Lee Industries anchor the room while offering flexibility and functionality to the space.
OPPOSITE BOTTOM LEFT: The outdoor living space was designed by Halle Tischler with Wildflower Landscape Design and installed by Agape Lawn
Company. Seamless ramps were integrated into the outdoor living design as a Universal Design feature, with outdoor decking provided by Azek. The
counter stools are by Four Hands.
OPPOSITE BOTTOM RIGHT: The powder room is another fresh spin on the classics. White penny round tiles on the floor are carried onto shower walls as a
tailored detail. Layered with chrome-and-gold accents, this space is playful yet sophisticated.
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BRING YOUR
VISION TO US
The experts at Ferguson Bath, Kitchen & Lighting Gallery are here
to help create a home that’s as extraordinary as you are.
Any project, any style, any dream—bring your inspiration to
Ferguson Bath, Kitchen & Lighting Gallery. Visit build.com/ferguson
to schedule your personalized showroom experience today.

YOUR LOCAL SHOWROOM:
RALEIGH

©2021 Ferguson Enterprises LLC 1021 3392442

Black Floating Glass 36" JX3™
Electric Downdraft Cooktop

Closets
by Design

PHOTOGRAPHY BY DUSTIN PECK.

RESOURCES

DECORATING

FEATURED ADVERTISER EDITORIAL

Rising to the
OCCASION
A. HOKE LTD. HELPS DESIGNERS
TRANSFORM HOUSES INTO HOMES.
WRITTEN BY BRANDY WOODS SNOW

No other time of year can inspire fond memories of home quite
like the holidays. But for many homeowners, the real dream is to
capture the cozy ambiance of the season and impart that into their
home year-round. And nothing can transform a house into a home
more than having every facet of its design reflect the homeowner.
Lauren Hood, owner of Progeny Interiors in Raleigh, understands the need for homeowners to discover their style while
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also blending it seamlessly with the demands of their lifestyle.
“A home should represent what is important to the people who
live there, so we get to know our clients and understand their
priorities upfront. Is it creating a family-friendly area centered
around young children? Entertaining or hosting large gatherings?
Better utilization of space and organization? Or is it all of these
things?” Hood says.

COURTESY OF PROGENY INTERIORS.

Design by Lauren Hood
of Progeny Interiors.

PHOTOGRAPHY BY DUSTIN PECK.

Bathroom and bedroom
design by Ali McPhail of Ali
McPhail Interior Design.

Ali McPhail, owner of Ali McPhail Interior Design in Charlotte,
agrees that a home should reflect its owner. “As a designer, my
primary job is to interpret the client’s needs and taste into reality,
translating function, aesthetics, and budget into an expression of
their personal style,” McPhail says. “I love asking clients about
things they appreciate and gleaning inspiration from that in order
to build a portfolio of fabrics, furniture, and color.”
Creating the design plan and then finding the perfect pieces
to fulfill the client’s needs is no easy task, and Hood and McPhail
appreciate having a resource like A. Hoke Ltd. in their corner. As
a one-stop-shop for designers across the Southeast, A. Hoke’s
broad selection of beautiful furniture, fabrics, wallcoverings, and
decor in comprehensive showrooms in Charlotte and Raleigh,
along with their highly seasoned staff, is a tremendous resource
in bringing designs to fruition. Both designers note that A. Hoke’s
extensive product selection, collaboration on custom furniture,
and value-added services conveniently located under one roof are
key in their own efficient and effective management of projects.
Whether searching for a particular fabric pattern or customizing a
furniture selection, A. Hoke always rises to the occasion.
Hood recently transformed a rarely used room into a
versatile family den, procuring a Lee Industries sofa and chairs
from A. Hoke with performance fabrics that could endure the

“A HOME SHOULD REPRESENT
WHAT IS IMPORTANT TO THE
PEOPLE WHO LIVE THERE.”
—LAUREN HOOD
wear of three children while also creating a comfy atmosphere.
McPhail recently completed a “pandemic project” primary suite
with A. Hoke’s help, incorporating several wallpapers and fabrics
from Thibaut that featured similar colors and mixed in patterns
and textures to create a gorgeous sanctuary.
“I’ve utilized the entire range of products A. Hoke offers,
and I’ve seen their selection expand over the years,” Hood says.
“Having them as a resource is invaluable to our business.”
“When I think of a place that helps me create gorgeous
and transformative spaces for my clients, I think of
A. Hoke,” McPhail says. “Elaine [Hougham] and the entire
staff are like friends, and being able to count on their great
team is so important.” u

For more information, contact A. HOKE LTD.
at 919-832-5555 or visit AHOKELIMITED.COM.
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Elegant Living Enveloped By Nature
A LOYD BUILDERS DEVELOPMENT

A True Custom Home Experience
from 2mm+

Coming Spring 2022

shadowcreekestates.com | 919-646-6808

LUXURY is OUR SPECIALTY

CUSTOM POOLS | POOL HOUSES & CABANAS | STONEWORK | FIREPLACES | WATER FEATURES | LANDSCAPING | OUTDOOR KITCHENS | LIGHTING | IRRIGATION

Bringing

DREAMS
to

reality

For over 30 years

Turn- Key Projects
Landscape Design
Landscape Construction
General Contracting
onslandscape.com
(919) 384 - 1800

DESIGN FOR GOOD

FEATURED ADVERTISER EDITORIAL

FURNISHING
FUTURES
AIMING TO MAKE EVERY HOUSE A HOME,
THE GREEN CHAIR PROJECT PROVIDES
FURNISHINGS TO FAMILIES IN NEED.
WRITTEN BY DANA W. TODD

that reuses home furnishings from the community to create
homes for families living without basic essentials.
Since 2010, Green Chair has furnished homes for more
than six thousand households. They distribute furniture
donations from the community by partnering with more
than ninety nonprofit organizations, schools, and social
services agencies that identify clients in need.
“The need continues to grow as Wake County's population continues to increase,” Craig says. “Not only does our

PHOTOGRAPHY BY HAGERSMITH DESIGN.

Imagine for a moment that you tuck your child into bed,
but their “bed” is a hard floor with a blanket. Think about
relaxing at the end of a long day but without a chair on
which to rest or even a lamp to light your room.
Eleven years ago, friends Jackie Craig and Beth Smoot
realized that there was no resource in the Raleigh community to help place usable home furnishings directly into the
hands of neighbors who needed them. That’s when they
founded The Green Chair Project—a nonprofit organization
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TOP: HAGERSMITH DESIGN; BOTTOM: TYLER CUNNINGHAM.

general population increase, but so does the
amount of poverty and great need. We need
a constant flow of donations to keep up
with a growing demand.”
People experience homelessness and find
themselves in need of Green Chair’s help
in a variety of situations, such as fleeing
domestic violence, being newly released
from prison, aging out of the foster care
system, or moving into the area as a refugee
family. Research shows that a furnished
home helps break the cycle of homelessness.
Interior designers, home stagers, and
homebuilders contribute by encouraging
their clients to donate furnishings they are
replacing. “Ninety percent of our donations
are placed directly with clients, while some
exceptional items are curated and sold
through shopgreenchair.com,” says Craig.
Volunteers sort and organize donations
into staged household vignettes coordinated by style and color and accessorized for
each client to shop in a virtual showroom.
The organization plans to serve one
thousand households this year.
Craig also is proud of a special program
called Sweeter Dreams. Its mission is to
provide each child in Wake County with a
bed of their own. To date, the program has
delivered more than five thousand beds and
infant cribs through its partner organizations.
“Over six thousand school-age children in
our community lack a bed of their own. Most
of those children are sleeping on the floor,
couch, or with someone else,” says Craig.
“That translates to about one out of every
thirty students in the Wake County Public
School system. That is about one student in
every classroom who may not be getting the
sleep they need to grow and thrive.”
Green Chair plans to continue growing
the project until every family and every
child experiences the real comfort and
security of having a furnished home to call
their own. u

“WE NEED A CONSTANT FLOW OF
DONATIONS TO KEEP UP WITH A
GROWING DEMAND.”
—JACKIE CRAIG

Support THE GREEN CHAIR PROJECT
by visiting THEGREENCHAIR.ORG/GIVE.
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FAMILY-OWNED SINCE 1988:
SEW FINE II IS NOW

Pigfish Lane
Antiques & Interiors

‘Interesting stuff' for your home and collections!
Over 25,000 sq ft of indoor space
Featuring over 50 �ne dealers
5425 Hillsborough Street Raleigh . 919 436-4006
www.pig�shlane.com

(919) 806-3638
design@MaxHugoInteriors.com
FOLLOW US! @MaxHugoInteriors
MAXHUGOINTERIORS.COM
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IMAGINE
THE MAGIC
STEINWAY COMBINES MUSIC AND ART INTO ONE-OF-A-KIND,
HAND-BUILT LIMITED EDITION PIANOS.

This is a story about collaborations. And artistry. And music.
And how mixing all of these together is a magical recipe.
The magic starts with a short drive to Hopper Piano’s
showroom, where you just might find that unique piece of
artwork to display and enjoy in your home. It’s not the art
you may imagine hanging on the wall, though. It’s a musical masterpiece. As an exclusive Steinway & Sons dealer,
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Hopper Piano carries the renowned Steinway pianos that
are prized both for their beauty and sound by musicians,
homeowners, and musical aficionados worldwide.
A Steinway grand piano is so cherished, in fact, that
the company has chosen a few famous musical collaborators to create Limited Edition pianos for the discerning
homeowner. Building on the foundation of Steinway’s

COURTESY OF STEINWAY & SONS.

WRITTEN BY DANA W. TODD

heritage of quality and exquisite craftsmanship,
the company has partnered with rock icon
Lenny Kravitz to design and produce only ten
Kravitz Grand pianos.
“I see design and music as being the same
thing: you start with inspiration and at the end
you have a piece of art,” Kravitz says about his
collaboration with Steinway.
Kravitz, a designer in his own right, dreamed
up a Parisian-Art-Deco-meets-African-art style
for his piano. Crafted with hard maple and
exotic Macassar Ebony, a unique piano signed by
Kravitz may be just what your living room needs.
Or perhaps you are imagining one with a
different look but the same inimitable Steinway
sound. Consider another Limited Edition piano,
this one featuring John Lennon. Modeled after
the one Lennon gave his wife, Yoko Ono, for her
birthday in 1971, this white piano pays homage
to his hit song by the same name, Imagine. In the
Imagine Series, each piano features one of seven
John Lennon original hand-drawn caricatures.
There are two other Limited Edition Steinways
available—one from pianist Lang Lang, who teamed
with designer Dakota Jackson, and one designed by
artist Paul Wyse.
All Limited Edition pianos are available in
Steinway’s Spirio, the world’s first high-resolution
player piano with video capability.
“These are inspirational pianos that are both
intriguing and visually stunning,” says Greg
Barfield of Hopper Piano.
And then there’s The Vault, an unmatched
world-class showroom housing the most
exclusive, one-of-a-kind pianos at Steinway’s
New York headquarters. This invitation-only
shopping experience showcases the cream of
the crop of the world’s most unique pianos,
including an Imagine and Kravitz Grand as well
as four other custom pianos.
These artists envisioned what they could
build on a solid Steinway foundation. Now their
inspiration and imagination can add beauty and
enjoyment to your home. u

“I SEE DESIGN AND MUSIC AS BEING
THE SAME THING: YOU START WITH
INSPIRATION AND AT THE END YOU
HAVE A PIECE OF ART.”
—LENNY KRAVITZ

Visit HOPPER PIANO at 1800-A TILLERY PLACE
or HOPPERPIANO.COM.
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Hello, COLOR
TODAY’S RUG CONSUMERS ARE HUNGRY FOR SATURATED SHADES.
WRITTEN BY DANA W. TODD

Homeowners are turning to The Persian Carpet’s
expertise to find rugs combining new colors and more
saturated dyes with the tried-and-true styles found in
yesterday’s carpet designs.
OLD DESIGN, NEW COLOR

The timeless designs of antique Persian and Turkish
patterns look refreshingly modern when woven with a
vibrant transitional color palette. “One of the most successful collections we carry is Retro Classics by French
Accents,” says Williams. “That company does a beautiful
job of blending exciting new colors into the charming

COURTESY OF THE PERSIAN CARPET.

The demand for modern monochromatic rugs is being
matched by requests for rugs that are vibrant and warm,
according to Steve Williams of The Persian Carpet.
“For the last seven or eight years at the rug shows, the
majority of rugs have been gray and blue tones,” he says,
“but many customers are gravitating away from neutrals in
favor of color. Rug producers have been responding.”
The rise of grandmillennial style, which combines traditional patterns with modern elements, is altering customers’ rug choices. “Spending so much time at home because
of COVID restrictions has made homeowners crave a warm
and cozy feeling in their homes,” says Williams.
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“MANY
CUSTOMERS ARE
GRAVITATING
AWAY FROM
NEUTRALS IN
FAVOR OF
COLOR. RUG
PRODUCERS
HAVE BEEN
RESPONDING.”
—STEVE WILLIAMS

and refined patterns of antique Turkish Oushaks. Our
customers love them!”
Some of the most popular and successful rugs produced
in the last few years come from Afghanistan. “Afghan weavers and Afghan wool are fantastic, but, most importantly,
the dyes used in these new rugs offer rich, saturated hues
that customers adore,” says Williams.
The Persian Carpet began producing its own collection
of designs in Afghanistan in 2016 as part of a program to
support entrepreneurship and economic development in
that country. Persian Carpet owner Doug Lay drew from
his personal collection of antique rugs for design inspiration and pulled colors from the vivid array of dyes offered
from the master weavers.
In addition to creating its own designs, The Persian
Carpet carries custom rug lines from other companies
also designing their own unique patterns. Shoppers will
find modernized styles from French Accents, Samad, and
Tamarian in the showroom, which are favorite brands with
designers. Some of these rugs even use the popular grays

and blues, but the fresh patterns provide a transitional,
instead of dated, feel to a room. “These rugs are perfect for
our customers who want to move away from an ultramodern style, but not too far down the traditional oriental rug
path,” Williams adds.
COUNTRIES OF ORIGIN

The Persian Carpet is the local source for discerning rug
shoppers. The showroom provides a localized source for fine
handmade rugs imported from:
NEPAL: Williams considers Tibetan rugs from Nepal to be
the best source of contemporary rugs.
AFGHANISTAN: The best “new antique” rugs are shipped
from Afghanistan with fabulous traditional colors that
are rich and bold.
INDIA: “This country ships out the overall best value
rug,” says Williams.

Regardless of which style shoppers choose, every showroom
rug is a hand-knotted custom piece that has the integrity to
last for generations. u

Find THE PERSIAN CARPET at 5634 DURHAM CHAPEL HILL
BOULEVARD in DURHAM or visit PERSIANCARPET.COM.
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OPEN FOR
ENTERTAINMENT
BY JON RUFTY

Add to that the sudden realization
in 2020 that home was the best
place to socialize, and the request
for larger gathering spaces has
become a requirement in luxury
homebuilding. Grander and more
open indoor and outdoor spaces are
not a trend; they are here to stay
as homeowners embrace this new
way of looking at their homes as a
retreat for the family and the hub
of all gatherings.
The movement has its roots
in the emergence of great rooms
in the early 1990s, our industry’s
first attempt at designing a space
large enough for the entire family
to assemble, replacing the smaller
formal living room. Today, we are
doing a much better job of opening
up the home for both indoor and
outdoor entertaining, as homeowners have a renewed interest in
replacing formal rooms with more
fun and multifunctional spaces.
The most requested features in
new homes are completely focused
around relaxing and entertaining.
For example, custom bars are no
longer relegated to the kitchen;
some houses even feature multiple
bars in different areas of the house.
In fact, I am enjoying a fully remodeled home myself with a larger,
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“WE ARE REPLACING FORMAL ROOMS,
SUCH AS THE DINING ROOM, WITH
CREATIVE SPACES SUCH AS A WINE
ROOM, LIBRARY, OR HOME OFFICE.”

PHOTOGRAPHY BY CATHERINE NGUYEN.

EVEN BEFORE THE
PANDEMIC BEGAN,
HOMEOWNERS WERE
ASKING FOR LARGER
ENTERTAINMENT SPACES
IN THEIR NEW HOMES.

PHOTOGRAPHY BY DUSTIN PECK.

open kitchen and custom bar I added in the great room,
where it is used frequently when visitors drop by.
Kitchens have become even more of a centralized place
for gathering with the rise of the scullery, which not only
keeps the main kitchen cleaner but serves as the perfect
prep and staging area for parties.
Overall, new home design is embracing multifunctional, open, and informal spaces. We are replacing formal
rooms, such as the dining room, with creative spaces such
as a wine room, library, or home office. We are substituting multifunctional capability in formerly single-use areas
like theater rooms, adding in gaming areas and niches for
work-at-home business presentations.
Opening up for entertainment is not just for interior
spaces. Every home we build today has plenty of outdoor
entertainment options, including screened porches
accessed by multi-slide glass doors, a fire pit, and pool, as
well as professionally hardscaped and landscaped entertainment areas.
Open floor plans have been around for a while, and
now they are becoming expansive, accommodating, and
multifunctional to serve diverse family needs. This isn’t
a trend in my book. We have discovered the joy of a
well-designed custom home. u

Contact RUFTY HOMES at 919-460-8550
or email JON@RUFTY.COM.
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Fonville Morrisey Riverstone

Welcome. You’ve found home.
At Paragon Building Group, we build homes that endure. Our designs are not merely a snapshot of your personality.
Rather, we specialize in simple, intuitive Universal Design services that maximize the livability and aesthetics of your
home for years to come.
ParagonBuildingGroup.com | 919.329.0008

CONTRIBUTOR | OUTDOOR OASIS

WINTER
SURPRISE
BY DAVID PAYNE

WE MAY THINK OF WINTER
AS THE GARDEN’S DREARY
SEASON, BUT THOSE OF US IN
THE LANDSCAPE INDUSTRY
KNOW THAT WINTER CAN
BE ONE OF THE MOST
SURPRISINGLY COLORFUL
SEASONS OF THE YEAR.
How can you bring color into your yard in
our North Carolina off-season? Here are a
few ways to make your garden shine.
ADD COLOR THROUGH BERRIES

One of the most prolific ways to add
cold-season color is through berries that
grow on many native shrubs and trees.
Consider Winter Hawthorn. Although it
may lose its leaves in the fall, it gives way
to reddish-burgundy or orange berries that
grow on the branches in late fall and winter.
Or what about Southern Magnolia, an
integral part of our Southern landscape?
Known for its large decorative leaves and
creamy white flowers, these trees reward us
with another season of color and interest
with bright red-orange, cone-shaped
clusters of berries in late fall and winter.
Another ornamental tree, Dogwood, is one
that instantly brings to mind spring flowers,
but it also produces scarlet clusters of red
berries in late fall and winter.
Some of the showiest berry producers
are Hollies. There are many different varieties from which to choose. Some require
both male and female shrubs to produce
fruit, but others do not. Lean on your local
landscape advisor to tell you which will
work in your yard. You may plant Emily
Bruner, American, Nellie R. Stevens,
Robin, or Foster’s cultivars, all with red
94
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berries that last throughout the winter. Or,
for a touch of uniqueness, choose dwarf
Little Goblin Orange Winterberry or
Winter Gold Winterberry, two types of
Holly that produce golden-orange berries.
ADD COLOR THROUGH FOLIAGE

I have two recommendations for beautiful
winter leaves: Firepower Nandina and
BananAppeal Anise. Firepower Nandina
is a dwarf-sized shrub with leaves that
turn bright red in the winter and stay
that hue throughout cold weather. BananAppeal Anise is a compact tree or medium-sized shrub with evergreen foliage
that turns golden yellow in the winter.
Who doesn’t need a touch of sunshine
amid frigid temperatures?
ADD COLOR THROUGH FLOWERS

When we think of color in the garden,
we traditionally think of flowers. There
are a few perennials that do a good job
of filling the air with both fragrance and
color in winter. Osmanthus, or fragrant
Tea Olive, is a small evergreen tree
or large shrub with white flowers that
bloom in the spring and fall and scattered
blooming throughout the winter months.
You can smell it before you see it, just like
Daphne. A smaller shrub, its extremely
fragrant white or purple flowers open
in mid to late winter, a time when many
other perennials are dormant.
Then there are the old standbys:
Camellia Japonica and Camellia
Sasanqua. Both display glossy green
evergreen foliage and large pink, red, or
white blooms in late winter, during our
coldest temperatures.
Don’t be fooled by the prevailing
“wisdom” that winter is our dormant
season. There are many plants that can
give you optimal winter surprises in the
yard with very little maintenance. u

“DON’T BE FOOLED BY THE PREVAILING ‘WISDOM’
THAT WINTER IS OUR DORMANT SEASON.”
DAVID PAYNE is the owner of HOME & GARDEN LANDSCAPES and can be
reached at 919-801-0211 or HOMEANDGARDENLANDSCAPES.COM.
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SPOTLIGHT
JOHN BEERMAN:
PATTERNS OF THE PASSING WALL
CRAVEN ALLEN GALLERY
Through January 29
cravenallengallery.com

TALENT WITHIN:
THE NCMA STAFF ART EXHIBITION
NORTH CAROLINA MUSEUM OF ART
Through February 13
ncartmuseum.org
When you visit North Carolina Museum of Art, you may come
across only a fraction of its more than 175 employees, many
of whom are practicing artists. Now, NCMA is proud to share
its staff’s creativity and artistic talent with the public. This
exhibition features twenty-five works by staff members who
represent a cross-section of NCMA’s broad range of departments and professions. Together, they reflect a diversity of
approaches and techniques while showcasing a range of
media, including drawing, mixed media, painting, photography, pottery, printmaking, and sculpture.

HONDROS / STEVENS

GREGG MUSEUM OF ART & DESIGN
Through January 8
gregg.arts.ncsu.edu
Photographer Chris Hondros was killed in 2011
while working in Libya, along with film director Tim
Hetherington. Before his death, Hondros arranged
for Getty Images to gift the Gregg a selection of his
award-winning photos, many of which will be on
display in this exhibition. Will Henry Stevens was an
American modernist, impressionist painter, and naturalist. He is best known for his paintings and tonal
pastels of the rural Southern landscape, abstractions of nature, and non-objective works, created
while he summered in Asheville, North Carolina.
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CLOCKWISE FROM TOP: ART BY JOHN BEERMAN, COURTESY OF CRAVEN ALLEN GALLERY; PHOTOGRAPHY BY CHRIS HONDROS, COURTESY OF GETTY IMAGES AND
THE GREGG MUSEUM OF ART & DESIGN; ART BY NEGIN NASERI (LEFT) AND ANGELA LOMBARDI (RIGHT) , COURTESY OF NORTH CAROLINA MUSEUM OF ART.

Artist John Beerman is in wonder of the moments we
experience on our journey, and captures these ephemeral images in paint. In this exhibition, many of the landscapes show his native North Carolina, from coastal Hyde
County in the East to the Blue Ridge Mountains in the
West. All the works begin as plein air studies, which are
refined in the studio and feature the intricate brushwork
and subtle color harmonies for which the artist is known.

Get MORE Organized
With Closet Factory

REACH-IN CLOSET

REACH-IN CLOSET

WALK-IN CLOSET

HOME OFFICE

ENTERTAINMENT CENTER

Get
Started Now! In-Home or Virtual
............................................................................

closetfactory.com
(919) 773-8990

Free Design Consultation and Installation
Showroom: 2031 Production Dr, Apex, NC 27539
©2021 Closet Factory. All rights reserved.

GM10PF
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CLOSETS • GARAGES • HOME OFFICES • ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS • WALL BEDS • WALL UNITS • LAUNDRY ROOMS • PANTRIES • CRAFT ROOMS • MUD ROOMS • WINE ROOMS

WELCOME TO SOMETHING
A LITTLE OUT OF LEFT FIELD
Meet George. Home to 40 distinctive residences and unbeatable views,
set on a one-of-a-kind site across from historic Durham Athletic Park in
downtown’s most vibrant neighborhood. Rising 2022.

THEGEORGEDURHAM.COM
919.785.1445

Pick one. Pick many. That’s

A bold move, any way you slice it. That’s

©2021 Elkay Manufacturing coMpany

The Quartz Luxe® Sink in Maraschino
Just one of 17 colors in 50 styles—the largest quartz
color offering on the market.
Elkay.com/quartz-luxe

